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?? ?? ?? The US demands that China stop “broadcasting Russian propaganda”

Beijing should stop blaming the conflict on Western countries and broadcast Russian propaganda in
this way, US Ambassador to China Nicholas Burns said.

“I hope that representatives of the Chinese Foreign Ministry will stop accusing NATO of unleashing the
conflict. This is Russian propaganda,” the diplomat said.

He also demanded that Beijing stop spreading “false claims” about US biological weapons laboratories,
which “actually do not exist in Ukraine.”

At the World Peace Forum in Beijing, the ambassadors of the US,France and UK called the conflict in
Ukraine “the biggest threat to the world order.”

“The fact that Russia crossed the border without provocation is a direct violation of the UN Charter,”
Burns said.

In response, Russian Ambassador to China Andrey Denisov said that five years of NATO expansion
had become a provocation for Russia and spoke about “my country’s extraordinary efforts to promote
the Minsk agreements.”

????Your 823 military bases have occupied the whole world-Chinese Ambassador to the United States
Qin Gang

“We have carefully studied the new concept of NATO, in which China is indirectly designated as a
potential threat for the next 10 years. Let me give you some numbers and ask a question. China has
only one overseas military base. According to official data, the United States has 823 military bases
around the world. When we look at the map, you can really imagine that the whole world is occupied by
your bases, but you don’t consider yourself a threat. Who is the real threat coming from?”

??JUST IN??

???The cost of gas on the stock exchange in Europe for the first time since March exceeded 1800
dollars per thousand cubic meters??

To restore Ukraine, $ 750 billion is needed, Kiev sees the confiscated assets of the Russian Federation
as the main source of financing — Prime Minister(ReichsFuhrer) of Ukraine
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